INTRODUCTION
Orderly arrays of profiles in organelles and in the cytoplasm of various plant and animal cells have attracted the attention of many electron microscopists . These structures, variously referred to as "crystalloids," "paracrystalline," or "crystalline" inclusions, usually stand out from the surrounding amorphous matrix or from other intracytoplasmic profiles because of the regularity of their outlines and internal arrangements . Not infrequently, these inclusions satisfy the definition of crystals in that they are three-dimensional objects arranged in a periodic, repetitive array .
The chemical composition of various crystalline inclusions and their roles in cellular metabolism are still in doubt, because the softness of the inclusions in unfixed material prevents their isolation as recognizable structures . Consequently, most crystalline inclusions have been characterized by determining only their periodicities and arrangements with the aid of high magnification electron micrographs . Whenever possible, their roles are inferred from known major functions of the respective cells (4, 11) . Because of the paucity of other methods for the study of crystalline inclusions, careful dimensional characterization of periodicities is essential if such structures are to be compared with others found in the same or in different specimens . However, because different planes of sectioning of a three-dimensional periodic structure in general will reveal different periodicities, the common origin of the apparently dissimilar structures may be missed . Determination of the complete three-dimensional lattice would overcome this difficulty . Moreover, an accurate knowledge of the repeating pattern or unit cell of an unknown crystalline material may occasionally serve to identify it chemically or at least to place it within a limited number of molecular types by excluding from consideration groups of compounds known to crystallize with very different unit cell dimensions .
Optical diffraction analysis is a powerful technique for revealing repeating structures within electron micrographs even when that structure cannot be detected by direct visual means (1, 6) . In this paper we describe an extension of optical diffraction methodology which permits one to derive the three-dimensional unit cell parameters of crystalline inclusions from analysis of electron micrographs . We will also show that these data may be used to approximate closely the molecular weight of the substance under study . The companion paper will illustrate technique (9) .
THEORETICAL
Several lucid treatments of diffraction theory are available (3, 7, 10) . It is, however, appropriate to detail here certain aspects of this subject with particular reference to diffraction from crystalline arrays.
The physical phenomenon of diffraction can be observed with light and sound waves, X-rays, electrons, and with neutron, radio, and thermal radiation . In general, for appreciable observable diffraction to occur, it is necessary that the distances between scattering points in the diffracting object and the wavelength of the incident radiation be of similar magnitude . Therefore, diffraction effects can be observed when crystals are irradiated with X-rays and when greatly enlarged photo- Each point of the "reciprocal lattice" has a phase and an intensity both of which are determined by the molecular structure of the crystalline material ; when such a diffraction pattern is recorded, e .g . on photographic film, the phase information is lost and it is no longer possible to derive the molecular structure directly from the diffraction data. However, the spatial distribution of the diffracted spots on such a film can be inan application of this terpreted easily to give a two-dimensional projection of the crystal lattice points .
A procedure has been outlined for approximating the phase data necessary to determine threedimensional molecular architecture from the cor- 
SOURCES OF ERROR
Implicit in this analysis is the assumption that any two sections passing through identical reciprocal lattice points will, in fact, show identical periodicities . This would be strictly true if the reciprocal lattice were, in fact, a lattice of points . For a crystal of infinite extent, the corresponding reciprocal lattice is indeed a point lattice . For crystals which are finite in any direction, the reciprocal lattice "points" are elongated in the same direction (Fig . 2 ) . The precise interrelation between crystal size and reciprocal lattice point elongation is dis- The consequence of this streaking of lattice points is that sections through the reciprocal lattice may intersect given lattice "streaks" over a range of additional orientations. This increases the likelihood that any randomly oriented section will pass through several "points ." It also means that sections integ secting a given set of such "points" will not necessarily record identical spacings . Fig . 3 represents a portion of the lattice illustrated in Fig .  2 . The edges of two planes are shown passing through the origin 0, and intersecting identical streaked lattice "points ." The difference between the lengths of AC and BD represents the disparity to be expected in two diffraction patterns measuring identical reciprocal lattice spacings . Clearly the variations encountered will depend on the unit cell dimensions and the thickness of the sectioned material . Separate calculation is required for each case after a tentative unit cell has been determined .
Compression distortion of sectioned material, if present, may hamper and possibly confound attempts at lattice determination, since the ability to recognize identical sections through the reciprocal lattice is based on the presumption that such sections display identical periodicities . Lack of distortion of such structures as are known to be sections of spheres, e .g. fat globules present in the same electron micrograph, helps to exclude this possibility .
The possibility must always be considered that two or more quite different crystalline substances may be present in a single specimen . In this event, carrying out the analysis as described might lead one to combine two-dimensional patterns from entirely different lattice types and thereby derive a fallacious solution . While this difficulty can never be entirely avoided, it is most unlikely that diffrac- tion patterns from quite different lattices would be mutually compatible . An exception to this is the rare case in which the lattice spacings of one of the crystalline solids happen, by chance, to be integral submultiples of the respective periodicities in the other . In that instance, there would be no general incompatibility of periodicities and the postulated solution ordinarily would be the larger structure .
Of greater concern are those cases in which the space group of the crystal lattice contains glide planes or screw axes as symmetry elements (5) . In electron micrographs of such structures, the resolution of the system may be such that a molecule cannot be differentiated from its mirror image or from itself rotated . The apparent repeat period will then be less than the true one by a small integral factor whose value depends upon the particular symmetry operator present .
MOLECULAR WEIGHT
The most important feature of the technique just described is that it may be used to approximate the molecular weight of crystalline substances, and therefore it is particularly useful when this material cannot be isolated and purified for chemical analysis, e .g., crystals observed in needle biopsy specimens from human tissues .
Every crystal lattice is characterized by a group of symmetry elements (the space group) which determine precisely the number and relative positions of unsymmetrical subunits within the unit cell . The basic unsymmetrical subunit within the unit cell (the asymmetric unit) is not, however, always identical with a single molecule but may consist of an integral multiple or submultiple, n, of the chemical molecule . For most substances of biological interest n equals 1/2, 1, or 2 . Table I may be approximated similarly from known crystals of the respective type . Caution should be employed, however, since even for proteins occasional extraordinary values for V M have been reported . For tropomyosin crystals, VM = 24 (8) ! For an unknown substance, the proper value of n will, in general, be unknown, and one will therefore be faced with three possible values for the molecular weight which correspond to the three most likely values given above . Since these calculated molecular weights will differ by successive factors of two, other considerations may permit a reasonable choice to be made among them .
The technique described here cannot, except in very favorable circumstances, yield a precise value for the molecular weight of an unknown crystalline inclusion . However, the restrictions which can be placed on the molecular weight and unit cell as a result of this kind of analysis may frequently be decisive in determining the exact nature of the substance in question .
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